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The objective of this paper is to present an exhaustive search method for designing new

deployable mechanisms of reflector antennas. The procedure is based on the graph theory

and a flow value method. The mechanism is composed of links and joints. Connections

between links are represented by using the graph theory. Rules representing design

criteria and the flow value method based on load flow are taken into account to evaluate

and select mechanisms among those that are enumerated in the database. Finally, this

study presents a deployable mechanism that transmits load the most efficiently.

& 2013 IAA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many deployable mechanisms, such as folding chairs,
umbrella, or deployable reflector antenna for telecommu-
nications, are useful to human life. All of these deploy-
ment mechanisms share the same characteristics; that is,
the packaged configuration should be as small as possible.
Deployable mechanisms are widely used in space tech-
nologies. Construction in a low-gravity or no-gravity
environment is quite difficult. Hence, some space struc-
tures, such as a shelter, is designed as deployable assem-
blies [1]. Solar panels, antennas, radars, and masts of the
satellites are generally deployable to keep the device
compact during launch. Similarly, various types of appen-
dages are desired to be deployable for the same reason
[2]. For space applications, a deployable antenna is ser-
iously limited by many constraints, such as the mass,
stowed size, and the size after deployed. Most of
ed by Elsevier Ltd. All right
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deployable antennas can be roughly divided into two
types: solid surface antennas [3–5] and membrane sur-
face antennas [6–8]. An umbrella-type concept may be
the most popular one among membrane antennas and is
the first to exceed the barrier of a solid reflector [8]. Many
deployable antennas in orbit use this kind of structure
[9–11]. Some studies on the umbrella-type antenna have
been developed, such as radiation characteristics [12],
packaging models [13], and designing composite ribs [14].
However, to the authors’ knowledge, there has been no
systematic procedure proposed to designing mechanisms
of deployable antennas. Liu and Chou [15] used the graph
theory and a flow value method to carry out creative
design of vehicle suspension. This study aims to develop
an exhaustive search procedure, which belongs to a
creative design method, for designing deployable anten-
nas. A deployable mechanism of antennas is composed of
links. The graph theory [16] is used to graphically repre-
sent connections among links and the flow value method
is used to evaluate and select mechanisms among those
that are enumerated in the database. The advantages of
this method include not only exhaustive search for alter-
native designs, but also acquiring representative design
s reserved.
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that possesses good capability for load transmission.
Finally, the resultant mechanism possesses attributes of
load transmission efficiency, small area of storage, large
area after deployment, and amenable to actuation.
2. Deployable reflector antenna

In ring-like arrangement as shown in Fig. 1, the
mechanism of deployable reflector antennas consists of
many identical linkages of one degree-of-freedom. Since
the linkages are in cyclic arrangement, the reflector
antenna will produce a hole in the center. The hole is
filled with a rigid reflector which does not have any
changeable profile in the deployment process. Each link-
age includes a parabolic rib that is used in conjunction
with other linkages to form parabolic surface of reflection
electromagnetic wave. Every parabolic rib is treated as an
output member and is driven by a spring sleeve. Fig. 2
illustrates a deployment process of the antenna. Every rib
has to move a large angle during deployment. If this
linkage comprises four links, the spring sleeve requires a
long stroke that would extend the sleeve length and
rigid reflector

deployable reflector

feed

linkage with parabolic rib 

Fig. 1. Deployable reflector antenna composed of 27 identical linkages.

Fig. 2. Deployment process of the deployable reflector antenna with 27 ribs

deployed state. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure lege
hence increase the linkage size. Accordingly, in this study
every linkage is synthesized by using six links rather than
four links.

3. Design criteria

This section presents design criteria for kinematic
linkages in developing deployable mechanisms of a reflec-
tor antenna. In order to calculate the number of degrees of
freedom of one linkage that can be regarded as planar
motion, Suh and Radcliffe [17] proposed a mobility
criterion formula known as

f ¼ 3ðL�1Þ�2J1�J2 ð1Þ

where

f¼total degrees of freedom in the linkage.
L¼number of links.
J1¼number of lower pairs, which represents kinematic
pairs with one degree of freedom [17].
J2¼number of higher pairs, which represents kine-
matic pairs with two degree of freedom [17].

In the current study, the six-link mechanism contains
no higher pair. Hence, substituting f¼1, L¼6, and J2¼0
into Eq. (1) leads to

1¼ 3ð6�1Þ�2J1�0

Therefore, J1¼7. Based on this result, the linkage
contains seven lower pairs. Denote the numbers of binary
links, ternary links, and quaternary links of each six-link
linkage as B, T, and Q, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates the
types of theses links [18].

The total number of links in this linkage has to satisfy

BþTþQ ¼ L¼ 6 ð2Þ

Since one joint is composed of two link nodes, and [18]

nodes¼ order of link� No: of links of that order ð3Þ
in purple color: (a) folded state, (b) and (c) deployed process, (d) fully

nd, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 3. Three types of different links: (a) binary link, (b) ternary link, and (c) quaternary link.

B+T+Q=6

(2B+3T+4Q)/2=7

B=4
T=2

B=5
T=0

Q=0 Q=1

Fig. 4. Two kinematic conditions: Q¼0, B¼4, T¼2 and Q¼1, B¼5, T¼0

obtained from solving Eqs. (2) and (4). The first condition leads to a six-

link linkage with four binary links and two ternary links; while the other

condition yields another six-link linkage with one quaternary link and

five binary links.
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where order of link means that the number of nodes in this
link, one has

ð2Bþ3Tþ4Q Þ

2
¼ J1 ¼ 7 ð4Þ

Calculated results are shown in Fig. 4, in which only two
kinematic conditions satisfy both Eqs. (2) and (4). Accord-
ingly, the first condition Q¼0, B¼4, and T¼2 represents a
six-link linkage consisting of four binary links and two
ternary links; the other condition Q¼1, B¼5, and T¼0

represents the other six-link linkage comprising one qua-
ternary link and five binary links.

According to Fig. 4, enumeration generates eight types of
kinematic chains as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(e)–(h) are regarded
as four links kinematic chains since each of them includes a
subchain formed by three links that altogether behave as a
rigid body. Therefore, these four types are not suitable for
use. The other four types of feasible six links kinematic chains
are illustrated in Fig. 4(a)–(d). Dealing with the four feasible
types, the following design criteria are prescribed:
(1)
 The spring sleeve cannot become the ground link,
denoted as G. Otherwise, designing the mechanism
may become difficult.
(2)
 The ground link has to be a ternary link to
reduce the number of the floating links in the
mechanism.
(3)
 In order to avoid the profile of the rigid reflector
region during deployment to produce changes, the
parabolic rib, denoted as r, must be adjacent to the
ground link.
(4)
 One of the two spring sleeve links has to be hinged to
the ground links. Otherwise, this design could
increase the complexity.
(5)
 The spring sleeve consists of a piston, denoted
as p and a cylinder, denoted as c. The joint connect-
ing these two links is treated as a translational
joint.
(6)
 The translational joint cannot be a multiple
joint. Otherwise, the spring sleeve is easy to cause
wear.
(7)
 In order to avoid producing redundant links, the
ground, the rib, and the spring sleeve cannot become
a four-link loop.
After eight mechanisms in Fig. 5 are screened, only
three remain as depicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 5(d) is ruled out
since it does not pass criteria (2). In addition, Fig. 5(e)–(h)
are ruled out since each of them contains a three-link
subchain that behaves like a rigid body.
4. Graph representation

Graph representation is used in this study to describe
the topological structure of mechanisms, and the
topological structure will be used to construct a flow path
graph in Section 5. The topological structure of a mechan-
ism is characterized by types, numbers of mechanical
members, joints, and connection or not between mem-
bers. Hence, based on the graph theory, the mechanisms
in Fig. 6 can be represented by graphs illustrated in Fig. 7
respectively.

In Fig. 7, vertices denote links in mechanisms, while
edges represent joints in mechanisms. Link numbers
from one to six are prescribed arbitrarily. The topological
structure of each mechanism in Fig. 6 is represented
by a graph in Fig. 7 and the graph is expressed as a
matrix. The matrix of a linkage with n links is a n�n

matrix, in which diagonal elements mii symbolize the
type of linkage member i. Being a symmetric matrix



Fig. 5. (a), (b), and (e) six-link linkage with two ternary links, (c) six-link linkage with one ternary link, (d) and (g) six-link linkage with two multiple

joints, (f) six-link linkage with one ternary link and one multiple joint, (h) six-link linkage with one quaternary link.
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Fig. 6. Three mechanisms (a)–(c) obtained from screening eight mechanisms in Fig. 5. (d) is ruled out since it does not pass criteria (2). In addition,

Fig. 5(e)–(h) are ruled out since each of them contains a three-link subchain that behaves like a rigid body.
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Fig. 7. Graph representations corresponding to three mechanisms in Fig. 6 respectively. The shade in (c) represents a link with three joints at 3, 4, and 6,

unlike the other links that have two joints.
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with mij¼mji, an upper right non-diagonal element mij

and a lower left non-diagonal element mji denote
joints where the member i connects member j. If mem-
bers i and j do not connect, mij¼mji¼0. As depicted in
Fig. 7(a), the mechanism has six links and seven joints. G

as link 1 denotes the ground link, c as link 2 denotes the
cylinder, p as link 3 denotes the piston, L4 as link 4
denotes the connecting link, r as link 5 denotes parabolic
rib, and L6 as link 6 denotes the connecting link. The
topological matrix MðaÞT of the mechanism shown in
Fig. 6(a) can be written as

MðaÞT ¼

G R 0 0 R R

R c T 0 0 0

0 T p R 0 0

0 0 R L4 R R

R 0 0 R r 0

R 0 0 R 0 L6

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ð5Þ
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Consider another mechanism configuration, Fig. 6(b).
The topological matrix MðbÞT of the mechanism is expressed as

MðbÞT ¼

G R 0 R 0 R

R c T 0 0 0

0 T p R 0 0

R 0 R L4 R 0

0 0 0 R L5 R

R 0 0 0 R r

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð6Þ

In a similar manner, the topological matrix of Fig. 6(c)
can be written as

MðcÞT ¼

G R 0 0 R R

R c T 0 0 0

0 T p R 0 R

0 0 R L4 R R

R 0 0 R r 0

R 0 R R 0 L6

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ð7Þ

where R represents a revolute joint and T translational
joint. These topological matrices represent connection
properties among links.
Fig. 10. Graph of the shortest flow paths corresponding to elements

(2,3), (3,5), and (2,6) in Eq. (9).
5. Flow value method

Any of the three mechanisms depicted in Fig. 6 can be
used as a deployable mechanism of the reflector antenna.
Selecting the most suitable one is the major step in the
1G 1G 2 

3 

6 

5 

4
4

5

6

Fig. 8. Graphs (a)–(c) obtained from Fig. 7. The ground link G has no motion flo

are removed. Dotted lines in (a)–(c) thus represent cutoff paths.
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Fig. 9. Flow path graphs of deployable mechanism with input link p and output

one whenever the flow crosses a self-loop path.
creation of a new deployable antenna. In order to select the
best design form the three candidate mechanisms, a flow
value method [15] is used. The flow value method is a
method based on load flow. In Fig. 7, the vertices and edges
of a graph are analogous to tanks and pipelines, respectively.
Load transmission from an input link to an output link can
be treated as a liquid flow through pipelines. In this tank
and pipeline system, the liquid flows through pipes. The
shorter the pipes are, the less friction energy loss pipes
cause. In a similar manner, the load loss occurs in links of
kinematic linkages. When load transmits through two
adjacent links, transmitting load decreases, which is arisen
from link flexibility, backlash, and friction. If the loss at a
joint is expressed as e, the load transmitted to next link is
written as 1�e. Assuming the loss is small and there are n
4

6

3 

2 

1G 

5 2 

3 

w through the joints of ground link, i.e., paths leading to the ground link

4

6
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5r 
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link r denoted as self-loop paths. The number of the paths is increased by



link 5 (r)

link 1 (G)

link 3 (p)

link 2 (c)

link 6 (L6)

link 4 (L4)

Fig. 11. Linkage corresponding to mechanism in Fig. 6(c). The symbols

G, c, p, L4, r, and L6 represent the diagonal elements in Eq. (7). The

diagonal elements mean the type of linkage member.
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distances in series at one path, the load transmitted will be

ð1�eÞn � ð1�neÞ ð8Þ

where ne is the total loss.
In the flow value calculation, the ground link is treated as

a fixed link which has no motion flow through the joints of
this link. Since no motion flow at the joints of the ground
link, all neighboring edges of the ground link in the graph
can be deleted. In Fig. 7(a), link 1 is a ground link, i.e., paths
between links 1–2, 1–5, and 1–6 are cutoff. This can be
reflected in the graph by deleting the edges between the
vertices 1–2, 1–5, and 1–6, while leaving the vertex 1
isolated, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Similarly, the adjacent edges
of the ground link will be removed from the graphs in
Fig. 7(b) and (c). The results are shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c).

In this study, the input link is defined as a link producing
its own motion, and the output link transmits motion to itself.
This in a graph can be represented by a self-loop at the
vertices corresponding to the input link and output link [19].
In this study, the loads are generated by the spring sleeve, and
finally transmitted to the rib. Thus, one of two links for the
spring sleeve will be regarded as the input link, and the rib
can be treated as the output link. Fig. 9 depicts three flow path
graphs with the ground link G, input link p, and output link r.

The flow path in mechanism can be expressed by a
matrix. Every element in the flow matrix is represented as
a distance between two vertices in the graph. The distance is
defined as the least number of edges to be crossed from one
vertex to another. As shown in Fig. 9(a), since link 1 is a
ground link, there is no load flow through link 1. The edges
adjacent to link 1 are deleted, i.e., the edges that connect to
link 1 cannot be the paths in counting the distance. Links 3
and 5 are input and output links, a self-loop is given for each
of the input and output links in the flow path. In determining
the elements of the flow matrix, the flow value is increased
by one whenever the flow crosses a self-loop. According to
the Fig. 9(a), the flow matrix MðaÞf can be written as

ð9Þ

It follows from Eq. (8) that shortest paths provide the
most efficient load transmission, which is desired in mechan-
ism design. In the flow matrix, each element represents the
number of edges along the shortest path. For example, Fig. 10
depicts the shortest paths of elements (2,3), (3,5), and (2,6) in
Eq. (9). Thus, three matrix elements are MðaÞf ð2,3Þ ¼ 1,
MðaÞf ð3,5Þ ¼ 2, and MðaÞf ð2,6Þ ¼ 3þ1¼ 4.

The sum of all the elements in the matrix give the flow
value of this mechanism 0þ12þ7þ6þ10þ9¼44.
Consider another mechanism configuration, Fig. 9(b).
Link 1 is the ground link, link 3 is the input link, and link 6
is the output link. The flow matrix is expressed as

ð10Þ

and the sum of all the elements give the flow value of this
mechanism as 48, in a manner similar to Eq. (9).
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In a similar manner, the flow matrix of Fig. 9(c) can be
written as

ð11Þ
Fig. 13. Design process of

Fig. 12. A deployable mechanism of reflector compared with 13 cm red pen i

copper material, can be laid on surface of the five or more ribs. (For interpretatio

the web version of this article.)
and the sum 40 of all the elements is calculated as the flow
value of this mechanism, in a manner similar to ;Eq. (9).

The definition of flow values aims to provide criteria
for evaluating performance of enumerated mechanisms at
a conceptual design stage. The three mechanisms in Fig. 6,
the flow values are 44, 48, and 40, respectively. The
mechanism in Fig. 6(c) has a shorter flow distance than
the other two. Therefore, this mechanism transmits load
the most efficiently.

6. Conclusion

The mechanism in Fig. 6(c) has been determined by
the present method to be one linkage in the deployable
deployable reflector.

n (a) deployed state and (b) folded state. Thin-films, e.g. Kapton coated

n of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
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reflector. This linkage corresponding to the mechanism in
Fig. 6(c) is depicted in Fig. 11. As shown in Fig. 11, link 1 is
the ground link and link 5 is the parabolic rib. Since link 3
is allowed to go in and out of link 2, the joint connecting
these two links is treated as a translational joint. One end
of link 3, link 4, and link 6 are combined into a multiple
joint. The linkage complies with the aforementioned
design requirements. Accordingly, as depicted in Fig. 12,
five or more of linkages in a ring arrangement can
constitute the deployable mechanism of a reflector. For
aerospace antenna usages, on the surface of parabolic ribs,
thin-films, e.g. Kaptons can in turn be pasted and copper
material be coated [11,20]. This study has presented an
effective methodology to design a deployable reflector.
Fig. 13 summarizes the systematic design process.
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